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Heat Load Influence on Supermodes in Yb-Doped

Four-Core Fibers
Federica Poli, Member, IEEE, Jesper Lægsgaard, Annamaria Cucinotta, Member, IEEE,

and Stefano Selleri, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Multicore fibers have been recently proposed as a
possible solution to overcome the problems which affect fiber-
based lasers and amplifiers when their output power increases, es-
pecially the severe power limitations imposed by thermal effects,
responsible of the detrimental phenomenon of mode instability.
In this paper the influence of the heat load generated in the Yb-
doped cores of four-core fibers on the guiding properties of the
supermodes is analyzed. Effective area and single-mode regime

are calculated for fibers with different core-to-core separations,
in order to identify the most convenient optical coupling regime
among the cores in the presence of strong thermal effects.
Moreover, through the comparison with dual-core fibers when the
same total heat load is generated, useful guidelines for the choice
of core number in multicore fiber cross-section are provided.
Results show that there is a trade-off between effective area
and single-mode regime, because four-core fibers provide the
largest effective area, but they become multimode when thermal
effects are significant, especially if the cores are optically coupled.
When the distance among the cores is large enough, multicore
fibers demonstrate to be less affected by the generated heat load,
regardless of the number of the doped cores in the transverse
section.

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTICORE fibers represent a hot research topic nowa-

days, due to the potential advantages offered for many

applications, ranging from terrestrial [1] and submarine [2]

communications based on spatial division multiplexing tech-

niques, to different sensing technologies [3] and optical ampli-

fication [4]. In particular, fibers with more than one Yb-doped

core placed in the cross-section [5], [6] provide a possible

solution for further power scaling of short and ultra-short

pulsed fiber lasers, thus overcoming the limits due to nonlinear

and thermal effects [7]. In fact, it has been demonstrated

that it is possible to go beyond the power limit of a single

amplifier through the coherent combination of multiple fiber

amplifiers [8], [9]. With multicore fibers the main problem

of this approach, that is the linear increase of the required

components with the number of combined beams, can be

mitigated [10]–[12]. Moreover, the amplification in fibers with

doped cores close enough to be coupled can exploit an intrinsic

coherence property, which can be automatically maintained

along the amplifier without any feedback system, since the

light propagates as supermodes (SMs) [4].

Multicore fibers can have a potentially positive impact also
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on transverse mode-instability (TMI), a thermally-induced

phenomenon which is detrimental for the performances of

high-power fiber lasers, since it destroys the quality and the

stability of the laser beam when a certain average power

threshold is reached [13]. Experiments made on a multicore

fiber with a row of four Yb-doped cores have demonstrated

that the TMI threshold is four times higher than the one of

the single-core fiber, thus showing a linear increase with the

core number [5]. This result has been obtained for a fiber with

optically decoupled cores, that is with a large separation, and

designed to provide a tight field confinement [5].

It is not straightforward to extend the same conclusion about

TMI threshold to multicore fibers with a significant optical

coupling among the cores, since in this situation it is necessary

to take into account also the thermal coupling among super-

modes. In recent theoretical works thermo-optic instabilities

have been studied in dual-core fiber amplifiers [14], [15],

showing a significantly different behaviour according to the

supermode selected for the amplification. In particular, a

TMI threshold increase with the core separation has been

demonstrated, if the odd supermode is chosen for amplification

[15]. Analogously, the selective excitation and the stable

amplification of the out-of-phase supermode, which offers

stability at arbitrary high power levels, unlike the fundamental

one, have been experimentally and numerically demonstrated

in an Yb-doped multicore fiber with six coupled cores arranged

in a ring [4].

In this work the influence of thermal effects on the supermode

propagation in multicore fibers with four Yb-doped cores,

arranged in a square with variable side dimension, that is with

different optical coupling conditions, is numerically analyzed

through the finite element method (FEM). Being the scaling of

the total active core area essential for increasing the pulse en-

ergy and the peak power in fiber-based amplifiers [9], the study

recently done for Yb-doped dual-core fibers [16] is extended to

the case of four active cores in the fiber cross-section. Since

the thermally-induced refractive index change in the doped

cores provides a tighter field confinement of the supermodes,

the beaviour of effective area and single-mode regime is

analyzed as a function of the total heat load generated as side-

effect of the amplification process [17]. In fact, as it happens

in single-core fibers, thermal effects can be responsible for

the propagation also of higher-order modes (HOMs) in the

originally single-mode cores of multicore fibers, thus causing a

decrease of the potential amplifier combination efficiency [18].

Simulation results have demonstrated that four-core fibers can

provide a larger effective area if the fundamental supermode is
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Fig. 1. (Left) Cross-section of 4-core fibers with different center-to-center
distance d between two doped cores (yellow regions). The light-blue ring is
the air layer surrounding the inner cladding. (Right) Electric field modulus
distribution of 4 fundamental SMs for the fiber with V -parameter = 1.735
and d = 30 µm. The corresponding electric field x component distribution is
shown in smaller figures.

considered, especially when the cores are close enough to be

optically coupled. However, for short core-to-core separations,

if the core number in the fiber cross-section increases from

two to four, under the same total heat load, the single-mode

regime is more affected by thermal effects. On the contrary, the

robustness of the single-mode behaviour to the generated heat

load is higher for both two- and four-core fibers if the active

cores are far from each other, that is optically decoupled.

II. YB-DOPED 4-CORE FIBERS

The characteristics of the Yb-doped 4-core fibers studied in

this analysis are analogous to the ones of the dual-core fibers

considered in [16]. In particular, for each core the diameter is

fixed to 19 µm and the refractive index is properly modified

to obtain the V -parameter equal to 1.735, 2.2 and 2.4, while

keeping fixed the silica refractive index for the cladding, thus

providing an intrinsically single-mode behaviour at the signal

wavelength of 1032 nm. In this way, it is possible to compare

immediately the behaviour of the two types of multicore fibers,

as well as to deduce useful guidelines on the impact of core

number on the performances of amplifiers based on this kind

of fibers. As shown in Fig. 1(left), the four Yb-doped cores are

placed at the vertices of a square of side d, varied in the range

between 20 µm and 65 µm. The outer part of the 4-core fiber

cross-section is the same described in [16]. In particular, we

consider an outer diameter sufficiently large to render the fiber

unbendable, a so-called rod-type fiber. This serves to minimize

random couplings between supermodes, which is undesirable

for high-power single-mode amplification, although it has

been actively exploited for amplifiers working at telecom

wavelengths [19].

A FEM-based full-vector modal solver [20] has been used

to calculate the modes of the multicore fibers when different

optical coupling regimes are considered, by changing the core-

to-core distance and the V -parameter. Four fundamental SMs

have been evaluated in the present analysis [21], [22], labelled

from Mode 1 to Mode 4 as the effective index neff decreases.

Notice that Mode 2 and Mode 3, with an intermediate neff

value, are degenerate. Fig. 1(right) reports the distributions of

Fig. 2. Temperature distribution on the cross-section of the 4-core fibers with
V -parameter = 1.735 and, respectively, (top) d = 30 µm, and (bottom) d =
50 µm, when qtot = 20 W/m.

the modulus and the x component of the electric field for the

fundamental SMs in the fiber with V -parameter = 1.735 and d

= 30 µm. The transverse components of the electric field are

useful to identify the different fundamental supermodes. The

y component is not reported in the figure, being dual to the x

one.

The heat generation in the Yb-doped cores has been taken

into account through the thermal model described in [16]. In

particular, a total heat load qtot, uniformly distributed among

the cores, so that qtot = q×core number, has been considered

for the simulations. Notice that an uniform distribution of

signal intensity over the cores has been taken into account,

such as when a single supermode is excited, and this justifies

the symmetric heat load we consider, which maintains the

symmetry of the modal solutions. As shown by couple-mode

results for dual-core amplifiers in [14], [15], this symmetry

may not be stable, but this kind of modeling is outside the

scope of the present paper. The heat generated in the cores

due to the quantum defect causes a temperature increase,

as demonstrated by Fig. 2(top) and (bottom), which show,

respectively, the temperature distribution in the transverse

section of the fibers with V -parameter = 1.735, and with d

= 30 µm and d = 50 µm when qtot = 20 W/m. Notice that

the raise is not only in the core areas, but in all the fiber

cross-section, and especially in the central region bounded

by the four cores. As a consequence, the thermo-optic effect

significantly modifies the fiber refractive index profile in all

the transverse cross-section [16], [23].
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Fig. 3. Coupling length Lc between fundamental SMs as a function of qtot
for different distance d for 4-core fibers with V -parameter equal to (a) 1.735,
(b) 2.2 and (c) 2.4.

III. HEAT LOAD INFLUENCE

In order to demonstrate that the influence of the thermal

effects on the supermodes is different according to the core

optical coupling conditions, the coupling length Lc [16] be-

tween two fundamental modes of the 4-core fibers has been

calculated. Fig. 3(a), (b) and (c) report the Lc values obtained

for the fibers with V -parameter equal to 1.735, 2.2 and 2.4,

respectively, for the minimum and maximum core separation

considered in this analysis, that is 20 µm and 65 µm, and

for some intermediate values, that is d = 30, 40, 50 µm, as

a function of qtot in the range between 20 W/m and 200

W/m. The coupling length has been calculated for two couples

of fundamental SMs, taking Mode 1 as a reference. Due to

their degeneracy, which is preserved also under heat load in

fibers wihtout asymmetries in geometric and dieletric core

properties, Mode 2 and Mode 3 are considered as a unique

supermode, labelled as Mode 2/3 in the figure legend. Notice

that for the fiber with the lowest V -parameter, as qtot becomes

higher, Lc decreases for both the SM couples when a core-

to-core distance d ≤ 40 µm is considered. On the contrary,

it increases for higher d values, that is for 50 µm and 65

µm, thus showing a weaker coupling among the cores. Since

the slope of the coupling length versus the total heat load is

negative, but very small for the SMs of the fiber with d = 40

µm, it is possible to conclude that Lc is almost unaffected by

qtot if the core separation is slightly larger than 40 µm. Notice

that this Lc behaviour is analogous to the one obtained for the

dual-core fibers, taking into account even and odd fundamental

SMs [16]. It is interesting to underline that the increase of

the core number from two to four in multicore fibers with

V -parameter equal to 1.73 under the same qtot, enlarges of

about 10 µm, from ∼30 µm [16] to ∼40 µm, the core-to-core

distance corresponding to a negligible influence of thermal

effects on the core coupling. Finally, it is important to notice

that only the SMs of the 4-core fiber with d = 65 µm can

be considered optically decoupled, being their Lc higher than

the typical length of rod-type fiber amplifiers, that is 0.8 m.

In particular, for this core separation the coupling length of

Mode 1 and Mode 2/3 is larger than 0.8 m whatever the qtot
value in the range 20 ÷ 200 W/m, while Mode 1 and Mode

4 are optically decoupled only if the total heat load is higher

than 60 W/m.

When the V -parameter of the 4-core fibers becomes higher,

the coupling length of the supermodes obtained for a certain

core separation increases, as demonstrated by Fig. 3(b) and

(c). However, the behaviour of Lc versus qtot for different

d values is the same previously described. Notice that, as

the V -parameter increases, the core-to-core distance providing

negligible effects of the total heat load on Lc becomes shorter,

being around 35 µm for the fibers with V -parameter = 2.4.

Moreover, under the same thermal effects, the optical coupling

between SMs guided by 4-core fibers with higher V -parameter

becomes weaker for shorter core separations. In fact, both the

SM couples can be considered optically decoupled in the fiber

with V -parameter = 2.4 provided that d ≥ 50 µm, while in the

4-core fiber with intermediate V -parameter value, only Mode

1 and Mode 4 are still optically coupled, regardless of the total

heat load qtot, when the core-to-core distance is 50 µm.

Starting from these considerations, the impact of the generated

heat load on the effective area Aeff and the single-mode

regime of 4-core fibers with optically coupled and decoupled

cores are analyzed in the following Subsections.

A. Effective area

The fundamental SM Aeff versus d when the total heat load

qtot is 20, 100 and 200 W/m is shown in Fig. 4(a), (b) and

(c) for the 4-core fibers with V -parameter equal to 1.735, 2.2

and 2.4, respectively. Notice that, being the same the effective

area behaviour of Mode 2 and 3, the single label Mode 2/3

is adopted also for this figure. The black horizontal dashed

lines represent 4 times the value of the fundamental mode

Aeff in single-core fibers with the same V -parameter value
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Fig. 4. Effective area of fundamental SMs as a function of distance d for
qtot = 20, 100 and 200 W/m generated in the 4-core fibers with V -parameter
equal to (a) 1.735, (b) 2.2 and (c) 2.4. Horizontal black dashed lines represent
four times the effective area of the corresponding single-core fiber.

when a quarter of the considered qtot, that is 5, 25 and 50

W/m, is generated in the Yb-doped core. By comparing the

4-core fiber SM Aeff with these reference lines, it is possible

to evaluate the potential advantages provided by the presence

of the four cores in the fiber cross-section, due to the SM

guidance, when the separation d changes and different heating

regimes are considered.

Regardless of the V -parameter value, Mode 4 Aeff always

increases with the core-to-core separation d in the range

considered for the simulations. In particular, the lowest values

are obtained when the distance among the cores is the shortest

one, that is 20 µm. On the contrary, for largest d, Mode 4

Aeff tends to reach the black line limit. It is interesting to

notice that the Mode 2/3 effective area is the least affected

by the core-to-core distance. Its behaviour versus d is similar

to the one of Mode 4 Aeff , but with higher values when

the four cores in the fiber cross-section are optically coupled,

that is for a short distance among them. Moreover, for a fixed

V -parameter value, the Mode 2/3 effective area approaches

the single-core fiber reference line for a smaller core-to-core

separation with respect to the Mode 4 one. Except for the

fibers with core separation d < 25 µm, Mode 1 has the highest

effective area value. Starting from the lowest values for d =

20 µm, Mode 1 Aeff increases with the distance among the

cores, until it reaches a maximum for the 4-core fiber with

d ≃ 35, 30, 25 µm as V -parameter increases from 1.735 to

2.4. Then, for wider core-to-core separations, the effective area

of the first SM decreases and tends to the reference line. In

summary, when the distance among the four cores widens and

they become optically decoupled, all the SMs tends to have

the same effective area, very similar to the black line limit.

Notice that only the Mode 1 Aeff becomes higher than four

times the single-core effective area for a certain V -parameter

value. This happens in a d range which decreases as the

refractive index difference between core and cladding becomes

higher. In fact, as the V -parameter changes from 1.735 to

2.4, the core distance d, which corresponds to all the SM

effective area values approaching the reference limit, becomes

shorter. Moreover, also the maximum value of the effective

area provided by the 4-core fibers is affected by the refractive

index profile. In particular, the advantage provided by taking

into account Mode 1 Aeff with respect to the reference line

decreases from 220 µm2 to 132 µm2 and, finally, to 120 µm2

for the 4-core fibers with V -parameter equal to 1.735, 2.2 and

2.4, respectively, when the lowest qtot value is considered. As

expected, the Aeff of all the SMs decreases at higher heat

load values, regardless of d. It is important to underline that

this effect is stronger for 4-core fibers with low V -parameter.

In fact, as qtot increases from 20 W/m to 200 W/m, the

maximum effective area decreases from 2358 µm2 to 2088

µm2 for the fibers with V -parameter = 1.735, and from 1448

µm2 to 1367 µm2 for the ones with V -parameter = 2.4.

Finally, a comparison can be done with the Aeff results for

the corresponding dual-core fibers, shown in [16]. Notice that

the Aeff behaviour versus the core-to-core separation d of

the even SM in dual-core fibers is analogous to the one of

Mode 1 of 4-core fibers. The same comment applies for the

odd SM and for Mode 4 of the fibers with two and four cores,

respectively. Notice that, for a fixed V -parameter value, the

maximum effective area, provided by the even SM and by

Mode 1 in 2- and 4-core fibers, respectively, is obtained for

the same core distance d, regardless of the total heat load.

Moreover, the maximum Aeff reached in 4-core fibers is

almost twice the one obtained when there are only two Yb-

doped cores in the fiber cross-section, provided that the same

qtot is considered. A further increase of the core number in

the fiber cross-section is expected to be advantageous in terms

of supermode effective area.

B. Single-mode regime

The comparison of the single-mode regime of multicore

fibers with two and four Yb-doped cores has been performed
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as their distance d increases from 20 µm to 65 µm, that is pass-

ing from an optically coupled condition to the decoupled one.

Fig. 5 reports the core overlap integral Γ of the supermodes

of fibers with the intermediate V -parameter value among the

ones considered in this analysis, that is 2.2, when the total heat

load is (a) 20, (b) 40, (c) 100 and (d) 200 W/m. Notice that,

being qtot the same for both the fiber types, in each core of

the dual-core fibers there is twice the heat load of the 4-core

fiber one. As it is explained in the legend of Fig. 5(a), red

curves represent the values of Γ of dual-core fiber SMs, while

the blue ones refer to the results for 4-core fiber modes. It is

important to underline that Γ of even SM and of Mode 1 in 2-

and 4-core fibers, respectively, have a similar behaviour, as it

has been already observed for the effective area. In particular,

for the shortest core distance, d = 20 µm, Γ has almost the

same value for the even SM and for Mode 1, being 0.807

and 0.810, respectively, when qtot = 20 W/m, as shown in

Fig. 5(a). When the core-to-core separation becomes larger,

the overlap integral of both even SM and Mode 1 reaches

a minimum, around 0.772 and 0.753, respectively, for d =

25 µm. Then, Γ increases, approaching an almost constant

value for d > 50 µm, which is the same, around 0.792, for

the even supermode of the dual-core fiber and for Mode 1

of the 4-core fiber. Notice that the behaviour versus the core

separation d is the same even for higher value of the total heat

load. However, as qtot increases, the core overlap integral of

the 2-core fiber even SM becomes higher than the one of the

4-core fiber Mode 1, especially for d in the range between

25 µm and 35 µm. In fact, as shown in Fig. 5(b)-(d), when

the thermal effects are stronger, the minimum of the core

overlap integral of the even SM increases to 0.774, 0.780 and

0.802 for qtot = 40, 100 and 200 W/m, respectively, while

the one of Mode 1 is almost unaffected by the qtot increase,

being 0.753, 0.756 and 0.758, respectively. Notice that also for

optically decoupled Yb-doped cores, that is for d > 50 µm,

the difference between the Γ values of the even SM and of

Mode 1 is no longer negligible, since it is around 0.02. Finally,

being the core overlap integral of the even SM the highest of

the two, regardless of the core-to-core separation d, when the

total heat load increases, it is possible to conclude that, as the

thermal effects get stronger, the supermode behaviour in the

multicore fibers is more affected by the head load generated

in each core, which is higher in the dual-core fibers, rather

than by qtot.

Similarities in the core overlap integral behaviour can be found

also by taking into account the odd supermode of the dual-core

fiber and Mode 4 of the 4-core one. As demonstrated by Fig.

5, Γ values for these modes are higher than the ones for the

supermodes previously analyzed, when there is a strong optical

coupling among the doped cores, that is for d = 20 µm. In fact,

the core overlap integral is 0.818 and 0.837 for the odd SM

and Mode 4, respectively, when the total heat load is 20 W/m.

Differently from the previous couple of supermodes, Γ reaches

a maximum value for the odd SM and for Mode 4 when the

core-to-core distance is equal to 25 µm. After that, for larger

core separations, it decreases, approaching an almost constant

value. It is important to underline that, for optically decoupled

cores, when d is larger than 50 µm, even and odd SMs in dual-
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core fibers have the same core overlap integral value [16], as

well as Mode 1 and Mode 4 in 4-core fibers. Notice that, if qtot
increases from 20 W/m to 200 W/m, the core overlap integral

of both the odd SM and Mode 4 becomes higher, as expected.

Moreover, the latter has a tighter confinement in the doped

cores when they are optically coupled, especially for d < 35

µm. The opposite is true for large core separations, as it has

been already underlined for the other couple of fundamental

supermodes guided in 2- and 4-core fibers.
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Fig. 6. Electric field modulus distribution of the most detrimental HOM in
4-core fibers with V -parameter = 2.2 for a core separation d = 20, 25, 30 and
65 µm (column), when qtot = 20, 40, 100 and 200 W/m (row).

Finally, in order to evaluate the single-mode behaviour, the

criterion based on the overlap integral difference ∆Γ between

the fundamental SM and the most detrimental HOM, that is the

one with the highest overlap integral on the four doped-cores,

has been adopted [24]. In particular, ∆Γ should be higher

than 0.3 to obtain the effective HOM suppression and, thus,

the fiber operation in the single-mode regime. Fig. 5 reports

with dotted lines the highest Γ values calculated for the eight

HOMs of the dual-core fibers [16], [22] and the sixteen ones

of the 4-core fibers [22], as a function of the core-to-core

distance d. The electric field modulus distribution of the most

detrimental HOM for the 4-core fiber with V -parameter = 2.2

is reported in Fig. 6, from left to right, for a core-to-core

distance d = 20, 25, 30 and 65 µm. The field evolution as

the total heat load increases from 20 to 200 W/m is shown,

for a fixed core separation, in each column, from the top

down. Notice that, when the cores are optically decoupled, the

HOM with the highest overlap integral is the same, regardless

of qtot, which causes only a tighter field confinement, as it

increases. On the contrary, the most detrimental HOM changes

with the total heat load when there is a significant optical

coupling among the cores. Moreover, a different behaviour is

obtained as a function of the core distance. However, it is

important to underline that the most detrimental HOM tends

to become the one obtained for optically decoupled cores as

d becomes larger. This happens for a shorter core separation

as qtot increases, that is for d = 45, 40, 30 and 25 µm for a

total heat load of 20, 40, 100 and 200 W/m, respectively.

Fig. 5(a) demonstrates that, for the lowest total heat load, the

core overlap integral of the 4-core fiber HOM is significantly

higher than the one of the dual-core fiber mode when the

Yb-doped cores are optically coupled, that is for d < 30

µm. For an intermediate coupling situation among the cores,

that is for d between 30 µm and 45 µm, the Γ values for

the most detrimental HOM are almost the same for both the

fiber types, regardless the core number in the cross-section.

When the core-to-core separation is larger than 45 µm, the

core overlap integral becomes almost constant for both the

modes, but it is higher, around 0.22, for the HOM guided in

the 4-core fibers. When the thermal effects become stronger,

as demonstrated by Fig. 5(b)-(d), the range of d values where

Γ of the 4-core fiber HOM is higher than the one of the dual-

core fiber mode shrinks more and more. In particular, for the

highest total heat load, the most detrimental HOM of both the

fiber types has the same confinement in the Yb-doped cores

when they are optically coupled, that is for d < 35 µm. For

larger core-to-core separation, the dual-core fiber HOM has the

highest core overlap integral, which decreases with d, being

0.519 for d = 35 µm and 0.424 for d = 65 µm. Notice that

a similar decreasing behaviour is obtained for Γ of the 4-core

fiber HOM, which changes from 0.5 to 0.358 when d varies

from 35 µm to 65 µm.

By evaluating ∆Γ, it is possible to identify a range of core-to-

core distance values corresponding to a multi-mode behaviour

for 2- and 4-core fibers at 1032 nm when the total heat load

qtot is generated in the Yb-doped cores. This range of d

values is graphically represented in Fig. 5 with light-red and

light-blue shadowed areas for fibers with two and four cores

in the cross-section, respectively. Notice that the differential

overlap integral ∆Γ is calculated taking into account, as the

fundamental mode, the even SM for dual-core fibers and Mode

1 for 4-core ones, since this choice represents the worst-case

for the single-mode regime. Simulation results in Fig. 5(a)

show that a total heat load of 20 W/m is not enough to

modify the single-mode behaviour of both the multicore fiber

types, regardless to the core separation. On the contrary, when

thermal effects becomes higher, Fig. 5(b)-(d) demonstrate that

they have a stronger influence on the single-mode regime of 4-

core fibers rather than on the one of dual-core fibers, when the

same qtot is considered, especially for short core separations.

In particular, for 4-core fibers a total heat load of 40 W/m is

sufficient to loose the single-mode behaviour when the cores

are optically coupled, that is for d < 25 µm. The d range

corresponding to a multimode regime enlarges as the thermal

effects becomes more significant, being for d < 30 µm and

d < 40 µm when qtot is equal to 100 W/m and 200 W/m,

respectively. Notice that dual-core fibers demonstrate to be

more robust to thermal effects than 4-core ones. In fact, their

single-mode behaviour is affected by the heat load only when

qtot is higher than 40 W/m. Moreover, under the same total

heat load, the d range corresponding to the multimode regime

is always smaller than the one obtained for 4-core fibers, being

d < 25 µm and d < 35 µm when qtot is equal to 100 W/m

and 200 W/m, respectively.

In summary, it is important to underline that none of the

two multicore fiber types considered in the present analy-

sis becomes multimode for large core-to-core separations. It

means that, when the cores are optically decoupled, thermal

effects are less effective in modifying the confinement of the

supermodes, especially of the higher-order ones, in the Yb-

doped cores. Promising results on the single-mode behaviour

of Yb-doped multi-core fibers with 9 and 16 optically decou-

pled cores have been recently demonstrated, provided that the

core diameter is properly selected [25]. On the contrary, the

influence of the generated head load is strong when there is a
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significant optical coupling among the cores. In this condition,

the core number has an important influence on the multicore

fiber single-mode regime, which becomes higher and higher

as the total heat load increases.

IV. CONCLUSION

The influence of thermal effects on the guiding properties

of multicore fibers with four Yb-doped cores in different

optical coupling conditions has been numerically analyzed

with the finite element method. Through the comparison with

the properties of dual-core fibers with the same core dimension

and refractive index profile, guidelines have been obtained for

the choice of the best core number in the fiber cross-section, in

order to optimize the performances of high-power lasers and

amplifiers. Results have demonstrated that, for a fixed value of

the total heat load, 4-core fibers are more convenient than dual-

core ones to enlarge the effective area. To maximize Aeff , it is

advantageous to consider the fundamental supermode with the

highest effective index, that is Mode 1, and a quite small core

separation, in the range between 25 µm and 35 µm. In this

condition, it is possible to exploit also the intrinsic coherence

property due to the light propagation in supermodes, which can

be automatically maintained along the multicore fiber amplifier

without any feedback system. As expected, strong thermal

effects cause an Aeff decrease, due to the tighter supermode

field confinement in the doped cores. However, the single-

mode regime of 4-core fibers is more sensitive to thermal

effects than the one of dual-core fibers, especially when the

core-to-core distance is small. In fact, if the cores are optically

coupled and the total heat load is high, it is better to select

multicore fibers with few doped cores in the cross-section, in

order to maintain the single-mode behaviour. On the contrary,

it has been demonstrated that, when the cores are far enough

to be optically decoupled, that is for d ≥ 50 µm, the single-

mode regime can be preserved even for a higher core number

in the presence of strong thermal effects. In summary, the

choice of 4-core fibers with a core separation larger than 50

µm, regardless of the V -parameter value, represents a good

solution to obtain an improved behaviour both in terms of

effective area, which is four times larger than the single-core

one, and of single-mode behaviour, even under severe heat

load conditions.
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